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Shortly after Russia invaded Ukraine, SEI took action to limit further security purchases of securities issued by 
Russia, Ukraine and Belarus. This action was taken to ensure prudent risk management in light of a wide range 

of unpredictable outcomes to the conflict. 

SEI has now lifted the restriction on the purchase of Ukrainian hard-currency bonds (U.S. dollar and euro) in 
our emerging-market debt portfolios. This change will permit hard-currency managers Marathon and Stone 
Harbor and blended debt manager Neuberger Berman to purchase Ukraine hard-currency bonds. As at the end 

of April, 2022, the J.P Morgan EMBI Global Diversified index (Hard Currency) held a 98 basis points exposure to 
Ukraine and the blended benchmark to which SEI’s emerging-market portfolios are managed carried 49 basis 
points of exposure, all of which was denominated in U.S. dollars.  
 
Rationale 

 
Governments and corporations have severed relationships with Russia and Belarus and restricted Russia’s access 
to previous funding sources. Conversely, it has become clear that Ukraine will turn to capital markets and 
multi-national organizations to help finance the rebuilding of the nation’s infrastructure. To date, Ukraine has 

remained current on all its debt obligations.  

Ukrainian bonds currently trade in the 40-60 cents range for each U.S. dollar or euro outstanding. This market 
pricing reflects the potential requirement for the Ukrainian government to restructure its debt obligations at a 
point in the future. The broad range of pricing and the potential restructuring can present investment 
opportunities, along with the ability to lend to a nation in deep need of financing and support.  
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Index definition 
The JP Morgan EMBI Global Diversified Index (Hard Currency) is a comprehensive global local emerging markets 
index that consists of regularly traded, liquid fixed-rate, domestic currency government bonds and includes 

only the countries which give access to their capital market to foreign investors (excludes China and India).  
 
Important information 
 

This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a specific point in time and is not 
intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future results. Positioning and holdings are subject 
to change. All information as of the date indicated.  There are risks involved with investing, including possible 
loss of principal. This information should not be relied upon by the reader as research or investment advice, 
(unless you have otherwise separately entered into a written agreement with SEI for the provision of 

investment advice) nor should it be construed as a recommendation to purchase or sell a security. The reader 
should consult with their financial professional for more information. 
 
Statements that are not factual in nature, including opinions, projections and estimates, assume certain 

economic conditions and industry developments and constitute only current opinions that are subject to change 
without notice.  Nothing herein is intended to be a forecast of future events, or a guarantee of future results.   
 
Certain economic and market information contained herein has been obtained from published sources prepared 
by other parties, which in certain cases have not been updated through the date hereof.  While such sources 

are believed to be reliable, neither SEI nor its affiliates assumes any responsibility for the accuracy or 
completeness of such information and such information has not been independently verified by SEI.  
 
There are risks involved with investing, including loss of principal. The value of an investment and any income 

from it can go down as well as up. Investors may get back less than the original amount invested. Returns may 
increase or decrease as a result of currency fluctuations. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future 
results. Diversification may not protect against market risk.    
 
Bonds and bond funds will decrease in value as interest rates rise. High yield bonds involve greater risks of 

default or downgrade and are more volatile than investment grade securities, due to the speculative nature of 
their investments. TIPS can provide investors a hedge against inflation, as the inflation adjustment feature 
helps preserve the purchasing power of the investment. Because of this inflation adjustment feature, inflation 
protected bonds typically have lower yields than conventional fixed rate bonds. Commodity investments and 

derivatives may be more volatile and less liquid than direct investments in the underlying commodities 
themselves. Commodity-related equity returns can also be affected by the issuer’s financial structure or the 
performance of unrelated businesses. 
 
This material is not directed to any persons where (by reason of that person's nationality, residence or 

otherwise) the publication or availability of this material is prohibited. Persons in respect of whom such 
prohibitions apply must not rely on this information in any respect whatsoever. 
 
The information contained herein is for general and educational information purposes only and is not intended 

to constitute legal, tax, accounting, securities, research or investment advice regarding the strategies or any 
security in particular, nor an opinion regarding the appropriateness of any investment. This information should 
not be construed as a recommendation to purchase or sell a security, derivative or futures contract. You should 
not act or rely on the information contained herein without obtaining specific legal, tax, accounting and 
investment advice from an investment professional. 

 
Information in the U.S. is provided by SEI Investments Management Corporation (SIMC), a wholly owned 
subsidiary of SEI Investments Company (SEI). 
 

Information issued in the UK by SEI Investments (Europe) Limited, 1st Floor, Alphabeta, 14-18 Finsbury Square, 
London EC2A 1BR which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Investments in SEI 
Funds are generally medium- to long-term investments.  
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The offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase shares of the Sub-Funds (the “Shares), which is the subject 
of this Information Memorandum, is an exempt offer made only: (i) to "institutional investors" pursuant to 
Section 304 of the Securities and Futures Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore (the “Act”), (ii) to "relevant persons" 

pursuant to Section 305(1) of the Act, (iii) to persons who meet the requirements of an offer made pursuant to 
Section 305(2) of the Act, or (iv) pursuant to, and in accordance with the conditions of, other applicable 
exemption provisions of the Act. 
 

SIEL has appointed SEI Investments (Asia) Limited (SEIAL) of Suite 904, The Hong Kong Club Building, 3 Jackson 
Road, Central, Hong Kong as the sub-distributor of the SEI UCITS funds. SEIAL is licensed for Type 4 and 9 
regulated activities under the Securities and Futures Commission ("SFC") 
 
This information is being made available in Hong Kong by SEIAL. The contents of this document have not been 

reviewed by any regulatory authority in Hong Kong. You are advised to exercise caution in relation to the offer. 
If you are in any doubt about any of the contents of this document, you should obtain independent professional 
advice. 
 

This information is made available in Latin America and the Middle East FOR PROFESSIONAL (non-retail) USE 
ONLY by SIEL.  
 
Any questions you may have in relation to its contents should solely be directed to your Distributor. If you do 
not know who your Distributor is, then you cannot rely on any part of this document in any respect whatsoever.  

 
SIEL is not licensed under Israel’s Regulation of Investment Advising, Investment Marketing and Portfolio 
Management Law, 5755-1995 (the “Advice Law”) and does not carry insurance pursuant to the Advice Law. No 
action has been or will be taken in Israel that would permit a public offering or distribution of the SEI Funds 

mentioned in this email to the public in Israel. This commentary and any of the SEI Funds mentioned herein 
have not been approved by the Israeli Securities Authority (the “ISA”). 
 
Issued in South Africa by SEI Investments (South Africa) (Pty) Limited FSP No. 13186 which is a financial services 
provider authorised and regulated by the Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA). Registered office: 3 

Melrose Boulevard, 1st Floor, Melrose Arch 2196, Johannesburg, South Africa. 
 


